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 4.0  BUILDING SETTLEMENTS, TOWNS AND CITIES  

 

 

The official train leaves Central Railway Station af ter the opening ceremony on 4 August 
1906. SRONSW (SRNSW Series 17420). 

 4.1 Towns, suburbs and villages 

This state theme covers activities associated with creating, planning and managing urban 
functions, landscapes and lifestyles in towns, suburbs and villages. It is concerned with 
how Australia became one of the world's most urbanised societies and our focus is on the 
role of railways in shaping these settlement patterns. As noted in Chapter 3, the political 
imperative for railways in NSW initially came from the perceived need to open up the 
inland for settlement. 

The impact of railways on towns, suburbs and villages was two fold: for inland 
settlements prosperity and growth depended on whether the railway linked them with the 
wider world or bypassed them; while for established coastal centres, the railway boosted 
their role as an entrepot of trade and ultimately facilitated their growth into metropolises.  

4.1.1 Shaping 
inland settle-
ments 

As outlined in Chapter 3, the NSW railways were pushed inland to serve pastoral 
interests and to funnel rural produce to Sydney  or Newcastle . As each new section was 
opened, the settlement at the temporary terminus suddenly became a busy centre as 
horse or bullock teams carried supplies from the railway yard to all the settlements 
beyond and returned with wool, minerals and other produce. Then the arrival of railway 
gangs to extend the line to the next town provided a final flutter before the town returned 
to slumber.1 Generally, only larger towns, such as Goulburn , Bathurst ; Dubbo  and 
Tamworth , received a sustainable boost from the arrival of the railway. 

The impact on those towns bypassed by the railway was more profound. Carcoar , 
established in 1839, was the major administrative and commercial centre for the vast 
areas west of Bathurst, but when the railway bypassed the town in favour of Blayney in 
1876, it suffered a steep economic decline. Although it gained connection to the rail 
network via a branch line in 1888, Carcoar had already been overtaken as a commercial 
centre by Blayney and Orange .  

The power of the railway to shape settlement was more dramatically demonstrated by the 
extension of the Great Western Railway  from Dubbo  to Bourke . Once the line reached 

                                                 
1 Blainey, Geoffrey, 1966, p. 237. 
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the western plains at Narromine , it was to march confidently in a direct line to the Darling 
at Bourke . For 116 miles between Nyngan  and Bourke, it was dead straight, then the 
longest such section of railway in the world. The steam locomotive could be serviced at 
depots 100 miles apart and the railway authorities were able to invest in the necessary 
infrastructure to ensure a reliable source of water at these locations. Thus the towns and 
villages that had grown up around the coaching stations every six to ten miles along the 
rivers, creeks and other water courses – such as Minors Falls, Timbrebongie, Warren, 
Canonbar and Gongolgon – were abandoned for new settlements along the railway. At 
Canonbar virtually the whole of the 500 residents packed up in 1882, and moved south to 
the railway, establishing a new town, Nyngan , on the banks of the Bogan River.2 

In NSW some 1660 station buildings  were constructed at over 1400 locations. The 
railway station, located at the centre of regional cities and modest villages, provided the 
interface between the railway system and the general public. Often the first building in a 
new settlement, the station was the place where people met and mingled, the starting 
and arrival point for journeys to the wider world beyond an isolated rural community. It 
provided a gateway through which individuals could expand their network of social 
exchange beyond their town and village to the wider world. To many town and village 
residents, the station offered a daily point of social exchange where they went to meet 
the mail train in order to catch news of the outside world from travellers or collect parcels. 

 

 
Station staff and townspeople gather on the platform  to meet a train at Goulburn in 1870 
(State Records Office of NSW 17420_a014_a014000621).  

4.1.2 Creation 
of railway 
towns 

The requirements for depots at regular intervals to house and maintain steam 
locomotives meant that the railway created its own employment centred according to the 
location of junctions and termini, and the distance travelled by train crew shifts. In 
sparsely populated areas and hilly terrain, orphaned towns were established whose very 
existence depended on the railway generally and specifically on the requirements of the 
steam locomotive.3 Key examples in NSW were Werris Creek , Junee , Harden-
Murrumburrah  and Binnaway .  

Werris Creek Rail Heritage Precinct  lies at the centre of one of Australia's classic 
railway towns. Its population of some 2000 was primarily dependent on the railway and 
its ‘around the clock’ activities. These included the ‘call boys’ waking guards and drivers, 

                                                                                                                                            
2 McKillop, RF, 'Developing the Inland: the Great Western Railway to Bourke', ARHS Bulletin, No. 779, September 

2002, pp. 328-340. 
3 McKillop, RF, ''Railways in Australian History: A preliminary reconnaissance', ARHS Bulletin, No. 558, April 1984, 

p.86; Manning, JC, 'Railway Towns of Australia', ARHS Bulletin, No. 344, June 1966, p. 128. 
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the preparation of steam locomotives, shunters and shunting engines operating through 
the night, the station activities associated with the arrival and departure of the night mail 
trains, the work of clerks at the trans-shipment shed and the women who staffed the 
Railway Refreshment Rooms (RRR) facilities at the station and the associated hotel. 

 

 

A station in a paddock – Werris Creek railway stati on, the junction of the North 
West Line and the former Great Northern Railway to Wallangarra (foreground) 
photographed in 1937 (Rail Journeys Museum photo).  

4.1.3 Impacts 
of railways on 
urban form 

The railway, and its close associate the city tramway, had a remarkable impact on 
urbanisation in NSW as elsewhere. To quote Lewis Mumford: 

With the invention of the .. railroad and finally the tramway, mass transportation came into 
existence for the first time. Walking distance no longer set the limits of urban growth and the 
whole pace of city development was hastened, since it was no longer avenue by avenue or 
block by block, but railroad line by railroad line.4 

In the case of Sydney, suburbs developed in a linear fashion along the existing main lines 
to Liverpool  and Penrith  enabling a doubling of the city's population between 1855 and 
1880. The Illawarra Line  opened to Hurstville  in October 1884 (and to Sutherland  by 
December 1885), while the Strathfield  to Hornsby  section of the main line to Hamilton  
(Newcastle) opened on 17 September 1886, stimulating urban growth along these 
corridors.5 

Sydney's first wholly suburban railway, from Hornsby to St Leonards , opened on 1 
January 1890, followed by the first section of the Bankstown Line  from Sydenham  to 
Belmore  on 1 February 1895. The former was constructed against the advice of the 
professional railway engineers who felt the expense of a railway to serve what was then a 
lightly populated area was not warranted. Pressure to build the line came from property 
developers who had close links with key politicians of the day. Under the 1887 railway 
management 'reforms' introduced by Sir Henry Parkes , politicians assumed the sole 
right to decide where and when new lines would be built.6 In the October 1885 election 
Parkes had stood against the incumbent member for St Leonards (and three time 
Premier), George Dibbs, and won the seat. Available evidence shows that Parkes mixed 
his business and political interests and regularly faced personal financial troubles. He 
regularly returned favours to people with whom he shared business interests and the 

                                                 
4  Mumford, Lewis, The city in history, London, Secker, 1961, p. 429. 
5  Jeans, DN, An Historical Geography of New South Wales to 1901, Sydney, Reed Education, 1972, p. 302. 
6  Lee, Robert, The Greatest Public Work – the NSW Railways 1848-1889, Hale & Iremonger, 1988, p. 116. 
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construction of the North Shore Line  to St Leonards amidst the public financial 
difficulties of the time reflects this trend.7 He was supported in this endeavour by former 
premiers Alexander Stuart and Hercules Robinson, who were local landowners, and by 
Parkes' business associate Bruce Smith. It was not until August 1890, however, that 
these interests were able to gain the support of the Parliamentary Standing Committee 
on Public Works to extend the line from St Leonards to Milsons Point , where 
passengers were able to make connections with ferries across the harbour to the city 
following the opening of the extension in May 1893.8  

While the majority of stations between Hornsby  and St Leonards opened on 1 January 
1890, pressure by large land owners who subdivided their property for residential 
development resulted in the subsequent opening of Waitara  (20 April 1895), Artarmon  
(6 July 1898) and Killara  (10 July 1899) stations. The first auction of lots in the sub-
division of Artarmon Estate occurred three months after the opening of the station. The 
high standard of the stations on the North Shore line set a standard for the suburbs that 
developed around them to become attractive middle class residential areas.  

Similarly in the Newcastle  area, the sub-division of land for a new garden suburb 
resulted in the construction of a new railway station at Kotara on the Strathfield to 
Hamilton line in November 1924. In contrast to the North Shore developments, little 
building occurred due to the Great Depression and most blocks were only developed 
after 1947.9  

As new suburban lines opened a rapid increase in population followed and by 1895 
Sydney’s population had reached half a million. Following the opening of the new 
Sydney Terminal Station  in 1906, the focus of business activity shifted to the south as 
large department stores, smaller shops and theatres sprang up around Railway Square , 
with the department stores serving mail-order customers throughout the state.10  

Urbanisation during the 20th century made Sydney the dominant force in the state's 
economy and political arena, although there was also significant urban expansion in 
Newcastle and Wollongong. Key elements of Dr JJ Bradfield's  visionary plan to provide 
Sydney with a world-class public transport system, including electrification of the 
suburban railway system and construction of an underground City Railway  was 
completed with the official opening of the Harbour Bridge  on 19 March 1932, which 
linked the North Shore Line  directly with the city centre. Dr Bradfield's city loop was not 
completed until January 1956, however, with the opening of Circular Quay station , while 
construction of the Eastern Suburbs Railway  was a stop-start affair that was not finally 
realised until June 1979.11 

The opening of the City Railway  brought important changes in urban form. As 
commuters no longer had to change to trams to continue their journey into the city, the 
main department stores relocated from Railway Square  to sites near the underground 
stations, while the new form of entertainment, the cinema, was established in the precinct 
around Town Hall Station . Consequently the southern end of the city declined 
commercially and became shabby.12 

                                                                                                                                            
7 Martin, AW, Henry Parkes, A Biography, Melbourne University Press, 1980, p.348;  
8 Muir, L, 'Shady Acres – Politicians, Developers and the Design of Sydney's Public Transport System 1873-1891', 

unpublished PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1994, pp. 190-340. 
9 Lee, Robert, 2000, pp. 314-315; Martin, AW, 'Sir Henry Parkes (1815-1896), ADB Volume 5, Melbourne University 

Press, 1974, pp. 399-406; McKillop, Robert F, 2008(b), pp. 95-97. 
10 McKillop, Robert F, 2008(a), pp. 13, 42-43. 
11 McKillop, Robert F, 2008(a), pp. 49-58, 104-106. 
12 McKillop, Robert F, 2008(a), pp. 59-60. 
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Railway Square in May 1911 with electric trams in th e foreground and Central Railway 
Station to the right. This area had become the retai l heart of Sydney following the opening of 
Central Station. (SRANSW Series 17420). 

4.1.4 The rise 
of the inter-
urban 
commuter 

The dramatic increase in the popularity of the private motor car impacted on urban form 
and the role railways as a means of public transport. Pressure from motorists for better 
roads resulted in a shift in public funding from railways to roads from the 1920s and, 
following the Second World War, rising household incomes and lower costs of motor cars 
enabled most families to purchase a vehicle. For the city dweller, the journey to work and 
travel for personal needs was increasingly made by private car. 

For the NSW Railways, the outcome was that the mode of commuter travel shifted to 
longer distance travellers from the Blue Mountains , Central Coast  and Illawarra 
Region  where dormitory suburbs had been established along the railway lines. 
Electrification of these lines reduced journey times, making it more attractive for 
commuters to travel longer distances. Inter-urban electric trains commenced services to 
Lithgow  in June 1957 and to Gosford  on the Central Coast on 24 January 1960. 
Extension of the latter electrification to Newcastle  occurred on 3 June 1983, while the 
Illawarra Line  was electrified to Wollongong  on 4 February 1986. Subsequent 
extensions brought electric trains to Dapto  and then to Kiama (17 November 2001).13 

                                                 
13  McKillop, Robert F, 2008(a), p. 104. 
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Neil McCusker, the Commissioner for Railways (left)  and Noel Thorpe, President of the 
ARHS, jointly relaunch The Fish as an electric inter-urban train from Central to Mo unt 
Victoria on 16 May 1962 (Richard Fookes, ARHS Rail Re sources Centre 5442). 

 4.2 Utilities 

This state theme covers activities associated with the provision of services, especially 
those provided on a communal basis. The railways were involved in the development and 
ongoing provision of water, gas and electricity supply and, in many instances, the 
distribution of these services to outside customers. 

4.2.1 Railway 
water supplies 

The steam locomotive required large quantities of water and to meet this need the 
railways established their own water supply at major stations and depots. In the arid 
west, large investments were required to ensure reliable water supplies. At Nyngan  the 
Bogan River provided the all-important water supply and two steam pumps and a 20,000 
gallon water tank met the needs of the railway, but further west the stations at 
Girilambone  and Coolah  were dependent on water brought in by train. To overcome 
this, a 9 million gallon storage dam, pumping facilities and overhead tank were 
established at the former Aboriginal watering holes half-way between Girilambone and 
Coolabah, which became known as Wilga Tank . This tank continues to serve as a back-
up supply for the villages of Girilambone and Coolabah.14 

For larger locomotive depots more substantial investments were needed. At Werris 
Creek  the railways constructed a large dam at Quipolly and a pipeline to dispatch water 
to holding tanks on the hills behind the town. From here water was reticulated to the 
locomotive depot, the station area and to the town. When Quipolly Dam  became 
unreliable due to silting, another dam was constructed at The Gap  to the west. 

With the withdrawal of steam locomotives, the need for water supplies was reduced and 
railway facilities were connected to town water supplies. Several locomotive watering 
facilities have been retained within the RailCorp network  to meet the needs of heritage 
steam locomotives, however, including those at Hawkesbury River  and Gosford . 
Thirlmere Rail Heritage Precinct  also retains watering facilities for locomotives. Old 
railway dams in Ku-ring-gai National Park near Brooklyn; a water reservoir at Wentworth 
Falls ; locomotive water tanks at Clyde ; and the pump house and water facilities at The 
Risk  remain as reminders of the steam era. 

                                                 
14  MWA International, 'Girilambone Railway Station Restoration Project', Report to the State Rail Authority, June 2001.  
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4.2.2 Making 
gas and 
generating 
electricity 

Gas lighting  was introduced in the streets of Sydney in 1841 and as it spread, the NSW 
railways commenced lighting its stations with gas. Gas lighting was introduced in 
carriages from 1880 and the railways established its own gasworks  at larger stations to 
make gas for this application, those at Newcastle  being opened in 1881. The gas works 
building at Werris Creek  is still extant. 

The NSW Railways were early providers of electricity, with the opening of a small power 
station near Regent Street on 15 June 1882 to illuminate the Sydney Terminal Railway 
Station . The following year a temporary electric lighting plant was set up in the engine 
shed at Albury  for the ceremony of the opening of the line across the Murray River. With 
the electrification of the Sydney tramway system  in the 1890s, a central power station 
was constructed at Ultimo , which had become the largest of its kind in the Southern 
Hemisphere by 1904. Following the decision to electrify Sydney's suburban railway 
system, construction of a new power station at White Bay  commenced in 1912. In 1915 
a 2500kW alternator was installed at Zarra Street  in Newcastle to supply electric cranes 
at Carrington  and in 1920 a more substantial power station commenced operation on 
this site to supply electricity to the Newcastle tramway system. A fourth power station 
was commissioned in 1928 at the State Coal Mine  at Lithgow . This and the other 
Departmental power stations supplied a large proportion of their output to municipal and 
private customers. These four Departmental power stations were transferred to the 
Electricity Commission from 1 January 1953. A smaller diesel-powered power station at 
Werris Creek  also supplied power to the town as well as the various railway buildings 
and this station retains its power plant in situ.15 

The RailCorp network has a number of electricity substations , notably those on the 
Harbour Bridge  at Argyle Street, at Gordon , Meeks Road  and at Sutherland . 

 

 
The former gas works building at the Werris Creek R ail Heritage Precinct (RF McKillop).  

                                                 
15 Paddison, Leonie I, The Railways of NSW 1855-1955, Department of Railways, 1955, pp. 110-118; McKillop, Robert F, 

2008(b), p. 106; Werris Creek Railway Station, Conservation Management Plan.  
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 4.3 Accommodation 

As a vertically integrated business, the NSW railways were involved in the provision of 
accommodation and particular types of accommodation, both for its employees and its 
customers. 

 

4.3.1 Servicing 
and accom-
modating 
railway 
employees 

With its vast workforce spread across the state, the NSW Railways was a major landlord 
with many hundreds of houses for employees at different levels. While accommodation 
was more likely to be provided for employees in rural locations, the standard of 
accommodation provided was closely aligned to the position and status of the officer who 
was to occupy it. At Newcastle , a grand gentleman's residence was provided for the 
Traffic Manager in 1885, while that provided for the Station Master next door was also a 
fine two-storey house, but distinctly more modest in its features.16 Station Masters at 
Bathurst  and Dubbo  were also provided with grand residents befitting a prominent 
citizen of the town, the latter a solid sandstone structure. 

Isolation was also a factor in the provision of railway residences. Gatekeepers , who were 
frequently widows of railway men who had been killed in their employment, often 
received small but well-built cottages. On the Blue Mountains Line  many of these were 
constructed in stone and a number have been restored by their present owners.  

Members of per way gangs and locomotive crews were generally less-well catered for. 
Railway tents  provided accommodation for many fettlers  and their families, particularly 
during the war years and into the 1950s. Don Crowther, who lived with his family in a 
fettler camp at Spring Ridge  as a young boy, remembers: 

We lived in tents were made up units about 12ft x 12ft; from memory we had four of these and in 
the middle was a galley and that was out kitchen area. All our cooking was done there. Our food 
was kept in a kerosene fridge. We had this when we first went to Spring Ridge in 1948. Our 
bread used to come out by train. The rail motor used to drop bread off at all the fettlers camps ...  
and trains also brought our water. We all had at least two tanks. When the train came, it filled 
one of the tanks, but it was so dirty you couldn’t drink it for a week, so you relied on the other 
tank.17 

Railway barracks  were established at locomotive depots to provide accommodation for 
engine crews when away from their home base. The barracks constructed at the 
Hamilton  running sheds during the 1890s depression, for instance, was a large building 
some 80 feet long built to the architectural style of large railway stations of the era, but 
most were less pretentious. Many, particularly those in smaller centres, were notorious 
among railway men for their poor standard of accommodation. Ken Besley, an engine 
driver at The Rock  recalled: 

All barracks on the branch lines were pretty rough in those days, including Oaklands. In most of 
them, all men (driver, fireman and guard) were all in together in the one room.18 

Barracks remain within the metropolitan network area at Mount Victoria , Hornsby , 
Thirroul , Bomaderry  and Erskineville . Barracks buildings have been preserved at the 
Tenterfield  and Cooma Rail Heritage Precincts , while the classic brick barracks at the 
railway town of Binnaway  have been restored as an accommodation facility and tourist 
attraction.  

                                                 
16  McKillop, Robert F, 2008(b), p. 54. 
17  Don Crowther, interview at Werris Creek, 18 July 2003. 
18  Ken Besley, interviewed at The Rock by Ray Love, 13 December 2000. 
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Built of stone in a Gothic style, the former Station  Master’s house at Bowenfels c.1869 is an 
atypical example of the residences built adjacent t o country stations (RailCorp photo). 

4.3.2 Servicing 
and accom-
modating 
passengers  

As soon as train journey times exceeded a couple of hours, the provision of food for 
passengers became an issue and railway refreshment rooms  (RRR) were established 
at the major stations. The hectic rush to grab a meal at major stations soon became a 
feature of railway journeys in NSW, the 1896 scene at Werris Creek  station at 3am in the 
morning being described in these terms: 

Seedy looking passengers set about gulping down scalding cups of coffee … getting angry at 
porters, loosing their luggage, dropping change, smoking and drinking, ogling pretty waitresses. 
An industrial racket briefly assailed the senses: engines belched and whistled, shunted trucks 
and cars banged and crashed, and warning bells rang into the night. But within minutes a 
strangely urban scene evaporated. The great bell clangs out is warning, the guard in a stentorian 
voice commands the people to take their seats; a general stampede from the refreshment room, 
toes are trodden on, doors bang, the whistle is blown, and the panting engine slides slowly out. 
Werris Creek is itself again! … Just a glimpse of civilisation, and then the dark, gloomy, 
uninteresting Australian bush monotony.19 

The RRR were operated by private contractors with the Railways Department taking 
them over from 1916. During the 1920s, the RRR established a reputation for good 
service, even establishing 'silver service' dining rooms at Sydney Terminal  and 
Newcastle  railway stations. The introduction of on-board refreshment services during the 
1930s and their more widespread use on Daylight Express trains  in the 1950s spelt the 
end of the traditional RRR facilities at most stations. In response to this change, the 
Trading & Catering Service was established in 1962 to staff dining and buffet cars on 
NSW trains.20 

Less well-known is the role of the RRR in operating railway hotels  at major stations. 
Junee , Newcastle  and Werris Creek  were among the centres where hotel 
accommodation was available for travellers at very reasonable rates. These facilities 
were closed during the 1950s. 

The provision of sleeping accommodation  on trains commenced in 1890 and by the 
early 1900s these were in regular use on overnight trains. As detailed in theme 3.6.2, the 
design of the roomette carriages introduced on the Southern Aurora  express train in 
1962 involved an innovative design solution. 

                                                 
19 Andrew Messner, Train Up! Railway Refreshment Rooms in New South Wales, ARM Management Inc, 2003, pp.22-

23. 
20 Andrew Messner, 2003; Banger, Chris, 'The Railway Refreshment Rooms of NSW', ARHS Bulletin, No. 789, July 

2003, pp. 260-270; McKillop, Robert F, 2008(a), pp. 68-71, 91-92, 109-110. 
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Similarly, the shift from the provision of meals at stations to on-board catering has seen 
the development of specialist dining, buffet and lounge carriages for long-distance trains. 

 

 
Waitresses await customers at the Newcastle railway  refreshment rooms in 1947 (SRNSW 
Series 17420 a01400007). 

 
 


